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The growing trend for events to take place in a ‘virtual’ world facilitated by technology continues with 

several being offered online. I was particularly pleased to receive an article by ‘Young Burnsian’ Liam 

Kearney with its uplifting message of how to deal with current Covid situation. It also totally undermines the 

idea that our young folks have been sitting at home just twiddling their thumbs (on their devices!). Although 

longer than I normally include, Phyl Smith’s ‘Letter from America’ exuded such enthusiasm for Burns and his 

international appeal that it just had to go in. It is so gratifying to read that Burnsians across the globe, and in 

the Globe, still retain and share their love of our National Bard.                                                                    Editor    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Young Burnsian Tackles Lockdown Head-On 

 
It is very pleasing to report that the Federation’s 

“Young Burnsian” Liam Kearney has won The Glasgow 

Evening Times Lockdown Talent Competition. 

 

Liam, a pupil at St Aloysius College, was the winner of 

S1/2 Verse- Speaking section at Glasgow Trades House 

Robert Burns Festival and reached the pinnacle of 

success at our National Secondary Schools competition 

in March 2019 in becoming Young Burnsian. 

 

Prompted by Lesley McDonald, he has sent in a most 

heartening and inspirational account of his activities 

during lockdown including his outstanding 

achievement in winning the Talent Competition. Liam 

has been a superb Ambassador for the Federation, and for the younger generation in general, so we send 

you our hearty congratulations for your achievements. 
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Verses in Friars Carse Hermitage 
 

   For the future be prepar’d: 

   Guard wherever thou can’st guard; 

   But, thy utmost duly done, 

   Welcome what thou can’st not shun. 

   Follies past give thou to air---- 

   Make their consequence thy care. 

   Keep the name of Man in mind, 

   And dishonour not thy kind. 

   Reverence with lowly heart 

   Him, whose wondrous work thou art; 

   Keep His Goodness still in view---- 

   Thy trust, and example too. 
 

   Stranger, go! Heaven be thy guide! 

   Quod the Beadsman on Nidside. 

Robert Burns 1788 

 

 

    Robert Burns 1786 

 

 

  Robert Burns 
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Liam’s Lockdown (Cont’d)  

 
“Well, lockdown was pretty hard on all of us. None of us came out of it unaffected; Young people were 

affected by the cancellation of exams and suffered a loss of class teaching time. Even our beloved Robert 

Burns competitions were cancelled. It was looking gloom. But it wasn’t all bad. We had the best weather we 

had seen in decades. The skies were the bluest they had been in years. Families that could create bubbles 

spending more time together. People walked more, talked more. They baked, they made music, they 

shared their talents across social media. They found new talents. And I was no different.  

I learned I could make a mean focaccia bread, and my scones are pretty tasty 

too. And don’t even get me started on my shortbread. I learned to play the 

accordion. I had mentioned to my mum’s friend who plays it that I wouldn’t 

mind learning and next thing I know she is passing me her old one to learn on. 

Lockdown was the perfect time. I did an online accordion class for a week 

before Schools went back in August and had a few tunes under my belt by the 

end of the week. I enjoyed it so much, I changed my second instrument to 

accordion for my Nat 5 music course when I went back to school, which was a bit of a risk but when I like 

something – I like it. And I had a chance to play a couple of the pieces I learned for the Fort Theatre ‘Burns 

and all things Scottish’ online event around Burns night, along with a recital of Handsome Nell so that was 

really nice. You can find them on their Facebook page (Fort Theatre) if you go on and look.  

I also taught myself some new piano pieces, one of them being Wonderful World. I played it for my mum 

and my aunt at New Year and they said it was really emotional and very apt for what we were experiencing 

through the pandemic, as despite all that was going on, there had been many gifts and blessings throughout 

it all, and we were still here to tell the tale. 

So, when the Glasgow Times advertised the talent competition my mum encouraged me to enter with that 

piece, as it seemed so very significant and something we all needed reminding off. Initially I wasn’t too 

keen but she took the decision out of my hands and entered me anyway, so I had no choice but to come 

round to the idea.  

There had been over 70 entries and over the course of the competition they were 

showcasing some of what they had thought was the best entries, and mine was 

lucky enough to be in it. At this point I seen my friend was also in the 

competition, so then I ended up hoping we would both get to the finals. When 

voting opened, it was to vote for the top 20 and I was delighted to see that both 

myself and my friend had made it to the finals, and voting opened up again, this 

time to pick the winner. I was absolutely delighted to have won, and my friend 

was so happy for me. I plan to spend my £1000 prize money on a laptop that I can 

use for coding. Computing Science is one of my favourite subjects at school and I 

am keen to have a laptop that will support the work we will be covering as I move into 5th year and beyond. 

I have been saving my birthday and Christmas money to buy one and to win this was just amazing as it was 

such an added boost to my funds helping me to get one that will suit me, and was better than I had planned 

for. My Computing Science teacher was keen to offer some suggestions which I was really pleased about as 

he is very experienced and he knows what I need, which is really helpful. So, I have been researching and 

looking into what I want so that when my prize money comes to me, I shall know just how to spend it! 

Thank you to everyone who voted for me, and to everyone who sent messages of congratulations to me on 

winning. It really meant so much to me.” 

 

Ayr Burns Club's Annual Celebration  

 

Ayr Burns Club's annual celebration of the death of Robert Burns normally takes place at Burns Status 

Square, Ayr around 21st July.  This year, due to the ongoing demolition works at Burns House, we are 

unable to hold our event that this location.  Instead, we warmly invite you to join us for the 11am service at 

Ayr Auld Kirk on 18th July 2021 when small floral tributes can be laid at the Lawson statue inside the church. 

 

Because of ongoing Covid restrictions we will not know until nearer the time if we can offer you 

refreshments in the church hall after the service but we hope this will be possible. Social distancing will be 

in place for the service and to that end we must know the numbers attending so that the service can be 

planned accordingly. We would be grateful if you would confirm your attendance, no later than 1st July 

2021 please and look forward very much to your company.  {Robbie McMahon, Ayr Burns Club President] 
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“Mither Tongue” Book Launch as Part of Killie Burns Summer 

On Wednesday 28th July, as part of the Burns festival in Kilmarnock, there will be a 

launch of the Vagabond Voices book, ‘Mither Tongue.’ The launch will be held in 

the HQ of the Robert Burns World Federation at 3a John Dickie Street, and will be 

an opportunity to hear poets read from the book. The event will start at 6:30 pm 

and finish at 8:30 pm. 

Between Scotland, Scots, Nuosuo and China this is a unique innovative project 

producing an exciting new book just published by Vagabond Voices, ‘Mither 

Tongue.’ See link for more details here.   

Stuart Paterson, one of the poet’s involved, stated “It’s been a tremendous project 

to be involved in personally and I foresee all sorts of great prospects & 

possibilities arising from it.”  

This collection of Jidi Majia’s poetry in Chinese has been translated into the three 

strands of the Scots language: Lallans by Stuart Paterson, Doric by Sheena Blackhall and Shetlandic by 

Christine de Luca. These translations are on the opposite page to an English translation by the eminent 

translator, Denis Mair, who has also written an afterword on the context of Jidi Majia's heritage. and poetry.  

Jidi Majia’s Scots translators have undoubtedly brought his vitality into alignment with the power of the 

Scots tongues, as does Denis Mair’s excellent and erudite rendering into English. Aimed at two linguistic 

communities and coming from a linguistic community at the other side of the planet, this collection presents 

a perfect symmetry in a globalised world where we need a dialogue not only between the powerful but also 

and perhaps even more rewardingly between the local and marginalised. The infinite is often to be 

encountered in the circumscribed. Priced at only £9.95, this is an investment in continued good publishing. 

Dumfries and Galloway Burns Association - Brow Well Service 

 
The Dumfries & Galloway Burns Association (DGBA) is 

pleased to intimate that the wreath-laying ceremony 

to honour the death of Robert Burns on 21st July 1796, 

will be held at The Brow Well, Ruthwell on 

Wednesday 21st July 2021 at 6.30pm, 225 years after 

his death. We are delighted that after having to cancel 

last year’s event we are to hold a gathering in this 

special place. 

 

This will be a socially distanced event held outside, so 

please be aware of this. However, in the event of 

inclement weather, Ruthwell Parish Church has been 

booked as a back-up. 

 

Unfortunately, due to uncertainty of the dates when restrictions would be lifted, we have taken the decision 

to cancel the Brow Well Social due to be held in the Cairndale Hotel, Dumfries. In the absence of a social, if 

anyone travelling a distance wishes to book a local restaurant for a meal prior to or after the ceremony, 

please note that advance booking is recommended due to the limited capacity. 

 

We hope that as many of you can come along to celebrate the life, and honour the death of our beloved 

Burns and to mark this important event in the Burns Calendar for our region. An oration will be given by 

Marc Sherland, President of the Robert Burns World Federation and the service will be conducted by Rev 

Gerald Moule. 

 

As an Association we were extremely proud of the virtual Brow Well Message we created last year during 

the height of the pandemic, which was shared to the four corners of the globe. Following on from its 

success, this year’s ceremony will be recorded in order that we can again share it to fellow Burnsians 

throughout the world. Please note there isn’t any seating at the Brow Well so a suggestion was made for 

those who are unable to stand for long periods, to bring along a folding or camping chair. I hope to be able 

to extend a warm welcome to all of you on 21st July.                                               [Fiona Evans, President DGBA] 
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Camperdown ‘Bites of Burns’ Initiative 

 
The organisers of the annual Robert Burns Scottish Festival in Camperdown, Australia have had to be very 

nimble in their planning. Because of Covid restrictions, instead of being a week-long event, the 2021 

Festival will consist of a series of strung-out events over the next couple of months, and have been 

`rebranded' as ‘Bites of Burns'  

 

Festival Chairman Dr John Menzies has stated, “We have been greatly encouraged by International 

contributions to our virtual program - these should be up on our website next week- the response has been 

great, with much appreciated contributions from NZ, Scotland, Canada and the USA. We hope our `virtual ' 

contribution to the Killie Burns Summer Fest, depicting some of our events to date, will be up to standard (I 

have done my intro bit but am relying on others to lift the tone!!) 

 

The Schools Art Competition continues through next term and we are hopeful that the school’s program can 

be rescheduled. For all details of the Camperdown Festival see: https://camperdownburnsfestival.com.au/  

 

Inaugural Burns Quiz 
  

May 13th 2021 saw the first RBWF zoom quiz hosted by past presidents Jim 

Gibson and Jim Thomson.  There were approximately 36 contestants and 

it was a fun evening with questions of varying levels of difficulty. The quiz 

was divided into six rounds of ten questions each, answers worth two 

points each. None of the questions was a "trick" question that may have 

caused confusion so each one had an unambiguous answer.  

 

A common type of question might include, 'whom did Burns travel with on 

his border tour?" or "what famous musician did Burns meet on his 

Highland tour?" or, "name three of the Mauchline Belles?" There was 

even a round of visual clues, showing images of individuals or places associated with Burns. 

 

The quiz was self-scored with a maximum score of 120 points. In first place was Les Strachan from Virginia 

USA with 79 followed by Ronnie O’Byrne and Jane Brown. 

 

Burns Howf Club Remembers Donald Shamash 

 
The President and Committee have recently learned of the death of a gifted 

and genial member of our Club, Donald Grahame Shamash.  

Donald of Oakley Court in Kircubright died suddenly on Sunday 2nd May 

2021 at Dumfries and Galloway Royal Infirmary. 

 

His dramatic recitation of Tam o’ Shanter always delighted the assembled 

company. His repertoire was extended further and on other Club evenings 

he would deliver a hilarious rendition of Holy Willie's Prayer, dressed in 

night attire and holding a flickering light in the form of an aged candle. He 

is best remembered however, for the night that he held the Club 

spellbound with an eerie performance of Burns 1785 poem, Death and 

Doctor Hornbook.  

 

Donald was a prolific golfer. A former Vice President and Club captain of Kirkcudbright Golf Club and 

amongst the longest serving members of that Club. He was seen by many as being instrumental in the 

success that the Club enjoys today.  

 

He was also a formidable bridge player and inspired many to follow in his footsteps. He was generous of his 

time and many youngsters benefitted from his skills and encouragement, including a number who went on 

to represent Scotland. He was also a former trustee of the Loch Arthur Community at Beeswing and by his 

own admission was known to occasionally turn up for work at his office at Galloway Eggs. Donald is 

survived by his wife Karen and loving family who are much in the Club’s thoughts at this time.                                                                                                                                                

[Hon Sec David Smith] 
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Time to Buy or Renew Your Shares in the RBWF 200 Club  
 

The 200 Club is a well-established method of fundraising for RBWF. Shares in the 

club cost £15 per annum. For 10 months of the year there is a draw of 2 numbers; 

these are a first prize and a second prize. In addition every 3 months we have a 

quarterly prize. This allows £1500 additional funds for the Federation and £1500 to 

pay out to our winning Shareholders. Obviously the more tickets we sell the greater 

the proceeds for the Federation and we can now have up to 300 members which 

would generate £2250. Contact admin@rbwf.org.uk  if you would like to buy a 

share. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

200 Club Draw Results 

 

 
 
 

The Lost Burns Manuscript Collection 

 
On May 25 2021, Sothebys announced that, beginning in July, they 

would auction the legendary Honresfield Collection, a “lost 

collection” of literary manuscripts unseen since the 1930s. The BBC 

and most newspapers followed the press release and highlighted 

an Emily Brontë manuscript notebook. Even the National’s headline 

read: “Rare handwritten Emily Bronte poems expected to sell for 

£1m at auction.” Only later, in small print, came information that 

three sales over several months would also include the original 

manuscript of Robert Burns’s First Commonplace Book, and the 

manuscript of Walter Scott’s novel Rob Roy.  

The Honresfield Collection was formed in the 1880s and 

1890s by a Rochdale mill-owner, William Law (1836-1901), 

inherited first by his brother, and then by his nephew, Sir Alfred J. 

Law, M.P. (1860-1939) (see Burns Chronicle, for 2016).  The Burns 

manuscripts at Honresfield were catalogued by Davidson Cook in 

the Burns Chronicle for 1926-1928, still the best guide to any section 

of the collection, and the Commonplace Book itself was well 

photographed for the Ewing-Cook facsimile (1938). After A.J. Law 

died, the rare materials, still in family ownership, were moved from Honresfield House and have been 

largely inaccessible to scholars.   

The planned auctions made the widespread desire to get the Burns manuscripts into a relevant 

Scottish collection very uncertain.  The sums involved are enormous, and there was serious international 

interest. Initial estimates put the total auction value at some £10 million, so even major libraries doubted 

their ability to compete with overseas bidders or private collectors or investors. Nothing like the 

Commonplace Book has come to auction in the past 100 years; the highest Burns auction price was in 1998, 

when a single autograph page with Auld Lang Syne fetched $189,500 [£130,000]. In 2019, a 4000-word 

Charlotte Bronte miniature manuscript book was bought for the Bronte Parsonage Museum for €780,000, 

and the major items in the Honresfield auctions are all likely to draw significantly more than that.  Sothebys 

displayed a few key items in New York in early June, but no list of all the manuscripts to be auctioned has 

yet been made public. The RBWF Board wrote quickly to the First Minister urging government leadership to 

stave off the expected bidding frenzy.   
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The Lost Burns Manuscript Collection (Cont’d) 

 

Thankfully, on June 17, after four weeks of behind-the-scenes negotiation, news came that the 

auctions were being put on hold. A consortium of four major libraries (including the National Library of 

Scotland) and four house-museums (including the Burns Birthplace and Scott’s home at Abbotsford) had an 

agreement to buy the whole collection outright for £15 million ($21 million), with four months to assemble 

the funding.  The lead organization for private fundraising is the Friends of the National Libraries:  

https://www.fnl.org.uk/pages/71-honresfield-appeal.  The final outcome remains in question, but there is 

now realistic hope that the Commonplace Book will come back to Scotland.  Expect further updates in 

coming months. Photograph shows The Commonplace Book on display at Sotheby’s, New York, June 9-10, 

2021.                                                                                                                                       [With thanks to Patrick Scott] 

International Concert via Zoom 

Friday the 23rd July will see the second RBWF Concert via Zoom following 

the success of our Yule Concert last December. The concert, which will form 

part of the RBWF's Killie Burns Summer festival, promises to be every bit as 

entertaining as the last event, with school pupils from Scotland, Canada and 

Russia taking part, in a mixture of recitations, songs and fiddle and piping 

sets. Please join us for this exciting event - details can be found in the poster.  

Organiser of the event, Junior Vice President Alan Beck, says of the event, "It 

is always a pleasure to hear and witness the enthusiasm of young people 

drawn from competitions and enthusiastic about the Burns legacy and the 

Scots Leid.”  

To join as part of the audience simply email admin@rbwf.org.uk  

 

 

BURNS225 - Rest in Poetry Event Series 

 
The Scottish Society of Ottawa was founded in 2012 to revive and rejuvenate 

the historic ties between Canada and Scotland and celebrate the links 

between Scotland and the National Capital Region, Eastern Ontario and all 

of Canada. Led by a team of volunteers, the Society celebrate Scottish 

culture, heritage and the continued development of Scotland through 

special events and activities.  

 

Our flagship event is a Scottish-style New Year’s Eve celebration, modelled 

after Edinburgh’s Hogmanay, and “Canadianized” in name as Hogman-eh! 

Moving into our 10th year, we continue to grow, increase our reach, and 

offer exciting programming.  

 

We were thrilled to be contacted by the Robert Burns World Federation 

earlier this year and look forward to joining your organization and working 

with you to expand our knowledge of Scotland’s national bard and all things 

Scottish. 

 

New and unique for the spring and summer of 2021, the Scottish Society of Ottawa is thrilled to present 

our BURNS225 - Rest in Poetry Event Series. This celebration is aimed at commemorating the life and 

works of Robert Burns on the occasion of the 225th anniversary of his death on July 21, 1796.  

 

Launched in April, National Poetry Month in Canada, we shared a daily Burns poetry stanza on our social 

media channels as a celebratory lead-up. Reaching out to a RBWF friend and Burns expert, in mid-June, we 

featured Dr. Pauline Mackay, University of Glasgow, and John Ivison, SSO’s co-founder and author of “The 

Riotous Passions of Robbie Burns” for a lively virtual talk on the life and times of Burns, with a focus on the  
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BURNS225 - Rest in Poetry Event Series (Cont’d) 

 

bawdry aspect of his life and work. Pour yourself a wee dram, find a comfy 

chair and enjoy this discussion at this link on our Facebook page.  

 

Celebrating Burns, Ottawa’s Scottish heritage and Scottish culture across 

Canada, events will run periodically through the month of July with a series 

of vignettes focusing on the Scottish cultural heritage of Ottawa and 

environs will through the month of July.  

 

Details of these exciting events can be seen on the BURNS225 - Rest in 

Poetry webpage.     

                      

[With thanks to Society Vice-Chair Heather Theoret Ed] 

 

 

 

Hidden Secrets of Ellisland Farm to be Uncovered 

 
The hidden history of the riverside farmhouse near 

Dumfries that Robert Burns designed for his family, 

Ellisland Farm, is set to be revealed thanks to the first ever 

detailed heritage survey of the site, commissioned by 

Historic Environment Scotland. The survey, to be 

conducted by specialist conservation surveyor, Dr William 

Napier will provide a detailed understanding of the 

buildings and their history; will identify urgent repairs and 

will recommend an in-depth conservation plan. The work 

will also include analysis of the first-ever environmental 

readings undertaken at the site, as well as new research to piece together the museum history of Ellisland. 

People who wish to share memories or historic photos should email info@ellislandfarm.co.uk.  

The new curator Avril Goodwin was pleased to announce that Ellisland was now open again for visitors. 

“We are also taking online bookings for the first time. The tours so far have been extremely well received 

and we are grateful to all our guides - some lucky visitors even got some Burns Ellisland songs from our 

youth ambassador Rose Byers who kindly volunteers as a guide. Tours are free to members but please 

spread the word. This is the first time we have been able to offer online booking and payments.” To book 

please click: https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/guided-tour-of-ellisland-tickets-151620822963 which is the 

link to guided tour booking with Eventbrite. 

 

Launched in May and funded by the EU, is a new website, linking Burns-

related attractions and trails in and around Dumfries. It has generated 

significant amounts of publicity including this on ITV Border at Ellisland’s 

orchard. Neighbouring Country House Hotel, Friar’s Carse, is offering a 

two-for-one afternoon tea to all who book a tour of Ellisland. Burns was a 

regular visitor to Friars Carse when it was owned by his friend Robert 

Riddell. He wrote in the tiny “folly” known at The Hermitage (see poem 

on page 1 for example, written for owner and Burns’s friend Robert 

Riddle) and you can walk to both from Ellisland along The Nith, just as Burns did. You can view the ITV 

Border article can be viewed here:  https://vimeo.com/556554082  

 

With staycations well underway, more people are coming to Ellisland. Could you spare a few hours of your 

time to help as a volunteer guide? It’s such a pleasure spending time in the place which inspired so much 

great music and verse. The Covid restrictions mean visits need to be pre-booked to ensure safety and 

spacing We are also looking for volunteers to help with housekeeping and gardening. We have training 

materials on our collection and the story of Ellisland. If you can help, please contact our site officer Avril 

Goodwin info@ellislandfarm.co.uk 
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Thomas Tunnock Learning Unit and Killie Burns Summer  

Many people will have heard of the philanthropic bequest of Boyd Tunnock towards the founding of a 

Lifelong Learning Unit within the RBWF headquarters in Kilmarnock. This will be a key development in 

meeting the Federation’s aim of spreading knowledge and an understanding of Burns’s works across the 

globe.  

Since its establishment in 1885, The Federation has been the official 

organisation representing over 100,000 Burnsians in every part of the 

world. With the technology available today, as has been recently 

demonstrated by His Royal Highness, The Prince of Wales, Duke of 

Rothesay, joining our Burns Supper, we are presented with a fantastic 

opportunity to deliver, at pace, that knowledge and understanding of 

Burns’s works to individuals, schools and colleges across the world. 

There will be three aspects to the Learning Unit: the library of books 

on Burns and other Scottish writers; an educational resource; and, a 

digital presence.  

You can help with all aspects of this project, by giving a donation, adding books to the library, or helping 

with educational resources and supporting the digital resource as it develops. To donate to the project 

email admin@rbwf.org.uk and to view the full book list, download the 'book wish list'  

The official opening of the Thomas Tunnock Learning Unit will take place at 3 

pm on 23rd July in the RBWF headquarters building in Kilmarnock. This key 

event will herald the start of the Killie Burns Summer festival which will run 

from 23rd to 31st July and will feature a wide variety of events.  The HQ 

building will be hosting a ‘Tak a Cup o’ Kindness’ café offering refreshments 

every day during the festival.  

Several events will be held online including a talk on the statues of Burns 

across the world by Ron Ballantine from Ontario and an online display of 

paintings by the actor John Cairney who famously portrayed Burns.  

Shops in Kilmarnock will be encouraged to enter a shopfront display 

competition and there will be Burns trails around the town.  The full 

programme can be seen on page 11 but some items may have to be changed 

depending on Covid regulations. [Image by Greg Moodie]  

The Robin and the Wren 
The recorded source of the connection between the children's story The 

Marriage of Robin Redbreast and the Wren and Robert Burns is Isabella Burns, 

later Mrs Isabella Burns Begg, his youngest sister. Isabella recalled that Burns 

was the author and that he was in the habit of telling the tale to entertain the 

younger members of his family at Lochlea Farm.  

 

This nursery tale was first published by Dr Robert Chambers in his "Popular 

Rhymes of Scotland" Dr. Chambers was also the author of the four volume "The 

Life and Works of Burns" published in 1851 and for this work he had been in 

contact with Isabella between 1847 and 1850 when he probably heard of the 

provenance of the story.  

 

The scenario of a robin and a wren marrying is an ancient one, dating back to 

around 1400 AD. In one of the online series of online events offered by the 

Federation, President Marc Sherland will offer a more detailed insight into the 

story and its connection with Burns. It will also be recorded for future viewing.  
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To Scotland with Love – A Letter from America: 

 
Coming to America from a small town amid the green rolling Campsie 

Hills, north of Glasgow, Scotland, home of my ancestors, to the arid high 

desert plateau of the United States of America, almost 35 years ago, was 

very much a challenge.   

 

Although I had once lived in equatorial Africa, for 8 years, nothing had 

quite prepared me for the challenge, not only from a geographical 

sense, but also a cultural sense. This incredible country: a vast melting 

pot of cultures and traditions, populated by people from every walk of 

life and from all over the world, who were each trying to find their own 

path and their own place in life…was to become my new home. Each 

state with its own culture, each city...the same. How on earth would I be 

able to find my way through the mire and remain the same person: A 

dedicated Burnsian, and a quintessential Scotswoman who had left 

Scotland, the keeper of her heart, in her wake?  It was of the upmost importance to me to keep the traditions 

of my homeland alive. It was the bread and butter of my persona and identity. It was the fundamental me. 

And I would not compromise that. 

 

My old and tattered copy of Robert Burns’s book: ‘Poems, Chiefly in the Scottish Dialect’ taught me how. I 

had always found answers to the perplexities and incomprehensions of life by reading Burns…and my new-

found experiences were no exception.  

 

 

As time went on, I found my way; I found the balance in which I could embrace my new life, and at the same 

time a path to enable me to celebrate my love of Burns and the Scottishness that was so important to me: I 

founded a Celtic Society in my new town. From that platform, I introduced Burns to my very small (but  

rapidly growing), American audience. To some it was a new experience, but to others it was a chance to 

celebrate their heritage with much fervour, enthusiasm, and pride. 

 

Today, there is an enormous segment of the American population who wholeheartedly embrace their 

Scottish lineage. Many are descendants of the Scots sent to America during the Clearances which lasted 

from 1750 to 1860.  140,000 Highlanders and Lowlanders had to find a new way of life, either in Canada, 

Australia or America. In doing so they strived to keep their heritage and culture alive, a tradition that was 

eventually passed down through generations. That passion and love of culture is very much alive in the 

America of today, just as it is in Canada and Australia and wherever else in the world Scots gather. 

 

Today, it is not at all unusual to see several hundred attendees at a Burns Supper in any given city in 

America. Almost every city has a Scottish society; celebrating the Bard every January 25, in the traditional 

manner. America’s fascination with Robert Burns owes much to President Abraham Lincoln, who, with his 

deeply resonant Midwestern drawl, recited the poetry of Robert Burns from memory to his enthralled 

audiences. President Lincoln is famous for saying that he would not have been the man he became, would 

not have won a Presidential election, and quite possibly would not have won the American Civil War, had it 

not been for what he learned, and put into practice, from reading the works of Robert Burns. As time went 

on, Burns’ influence was to inspire poets such as Robert Service, writers such as John Steinbeck and 

explorers such as John Muir. Contemporary music artists such as Bob Dylan and Michael Jackson were also 

greatly inspired by Burns.  

 

The society to which I belong: St Andrew Society of Sarasota, Florida, (SASS) was formed in 1979, and is a 

nonprofit organisation with a high participant and very active Burns Club. The society provides many social 

and cultural activities relating to Scotland’s heritage with emphasis on Sarasota's settlement by Scottish 

immigrants in 1885.  In 32 years of Scottish scholarship tradition in Sarasota, 135 scholarships have been 

awarded to graduating students from 18 different high schools in the area. These awards total, to date, 

$146,000. It is through the Mission of organisations such as SASS, of which there are a great many in 

America, that our younger generation is slowly, and steadily, recognizing their heritage, appreciating 

Scotland’s history, and being drawn to the immortal words and philosophies of Robert Burns.   
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To Scotland with Love (Cont’d) 

 

Burns is without borders...you will find him everywhere in America, as did I...in the snow-covered 

mountains of Alaska, the high plains and the mid-western states of America, the massively populated states 

and cities dotted all along the eastern coast, the Pacific Northwest, and the sunshine states of California and 

Hawaii, and the Deep South.  

 

Since I was a very young girl, I have considered Burns an artist, an artist of exemplary talent who word-

painted his way through his brief life, immortalising forever scenes of great beauty and tragic love, heartfelt 

empathy and profound honour, forever on the canvas of his written word. His artistry is the gift he gave to 

Scotland, to America, and, to the rest of the world. And I hear his heartbeat, resoundingly, no matter where 

life takes me.  

 

Looking back on my Scottish journey of life in America I have come to realise there would’ve been no other 

way for me to stay in America if I had not embraced my culture and love of Burns’ works the way I did.  

 

And that old, tattered copy of Poems, Chiefly in the Scottish Dialect?  Well, it’s even more tattered than ever 

now, and I can unequivocally say that that wee book, with its dog-eared pages and its heaven-sent words, 

opened a gateway to a new life for me, bringing Scotland’s National Bard, Robert Burns, to all who would 

listen in this vast, glorious, wonderful, melting pot of a country.   

 

And there’s a hand, my trusty fere. Y’all! 

 

Phyl Smith 

Secretary, The Robert Burns Club 

Historian, St Andrew Society of Sarasota, Florida, USA  

www.standrewsocietysarasota.com  

 

[Thanks to the Allanton Jolly Beggars Burns Club for establishing the contact with Phyl.  Ed]  

Isle of Arran Casks Cafe 

“If you're planning a visit to see us in Lochranza, whilst you are booking your tasting, you may also wish to 

book a table in our CASKS Cafe for lunch or afternoon refreshments. 

Enjoying panoramic views from our first floor, CASKS Café is open daily 

10am-4pm serving a delicious selection of home baking, hot & cold 

beverages, and light lunches (lunch served 12noon-3pm).  Lunch menu 

focusses on freshly prepared dishes, using some of the best of local produce 

and often an Arran Malt twist on some classics.  

 
You can also enjoy a whisky tasting flight, 

specially selected to compare & contrast, with 

the option to make your own tasting notes.  

Throughout July (or while stocks last!), our 

limited run ‘Flavours of the Festival’ flight will 

be available, offering the chance to sample 

some of the Malt & Music Festival Single Cask and Harmony Edition malts past 

and present – but once they’re gone, they’re gone! 

 
Capacity in CASKS Café is limited at present, therefore booking is required to 

avoid disappointment.  Phone 01770 830264 or email 

bookings@arranwhisky.com  

 

Our take-away Coffee Bar is also open 10am-4.30pm daily, offering a selection of hot beverages, soft 

drinks, beers, wines and Arran Malt miniatures as well as a range of snacks and sandwiches to enjoy in our 

beautiful grounds, or as a picnic in one of Lochranza’s many beauty spots. We hope to welcome you soon!” 
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RBWF Sharing Page  

 
For those who haven’t visited the ‘Sharing Page’ on the RBWF website, I highly recommend you take a look. 

If you scroll down to the New Cumnock Burns Club section you will find a fascinating series of interviews 

with some of the most prominent Burnsians, many of whom have taken major roles in the Federation over 

the years. You are also encouraged to contribute if you have poems/songs/stories or photos you would like 

to share. There are now 36 pages of items, mostly poems, but a few lovely musical pieces and some 

beautiful photographs. http://www.rbwf.org.uk/contact-us/rbwf-sharing-page/ 

 

Killie Burns Summer Programme 

23 July Friday  

10-4 Tak a Cup o’ Kindness Cafe - 3a John Dickie St.  

3 Launch Thomas Tunnock Lifelong Learning Unit 

7:30 Youth Concert - by Zoom  

 

24 July Saturday 

10-4 Tak a Cup o’ Kindness Cafe - 3a John Dickie St. 

1 Poetry Booth - Stuart Paterson 

1-3 Kilmarnock Burns Trail starts from 3a John Dickie St. 

2 -4 Membership Recruitment - Street events 

 

25 July Sunday 

2 Wreath Laying at Burns Statue - Burns Howff Club & Kilmarnock No 0  

3 Sangs & Clatter - Burns Howff Club & Kilmarnock Burns Club No 0 - Palace Theatre, after buffet - ‘wee 

half hour’ entertainment 

5 Explore Culture - an insight into a unique multi-national group of which Marc Sherland is involved. 

7 RBWF Lecture 'Rabindranath Tagore & Burns’ - Prof Bashabi Fraser - by Zoom 

 

26 July Monday 

10-4 Tak a Cup o’ Kindness Cafe - 3a John Dickie St. 

 

27 July Tuesday 

10-4 Tak a Cup o’ Kindness Cafe - 3a John Dickie St. 

1-3 Kilmarnock Burns Trail starts from 3a John Dickie St. 

7:30 RBWF Lecture ‘Burns Statues across the world’ 

  Ron Balantyne - by Zoom 

 

28 July Wednesday 

10-4 Tak a Cup o’ Kindness Cafe - 3a John Dickie St. 

1-3 Kilmarnock Burns Trail starts from 3a John Dickie St. 

6:30 Book Launch - Mither Tongue - Stuart Paterson - 3a John Dickie St. 

6:30 Red, Red Rose - Music from the heart in the Urbanist 

 

29 July, Thursday 

10-4 Tak a Cup o’ Kindness Cafe - 3a John Dickie St. 

1-3 Kilmarnock Burns Trail starts from 3a John Dickie St. 

9 Lives of Robert Burns - online display of John Cairney’s Paintings 

6:30 Tapsalteerie Spoken Word and Music - Marc Sherland MC in the Urbanist 

 

30 July Friday 

10-4 Tak a Cup o’ Kindness Cafe - 3a John Dickie St. 

1-3 Kilmarnock Burns Trail starts from 3a John Dickie St. 

 

31 July Saturday  

Celebration of publication of Kilmarnock Edition  

9:30 Wreath laying at John Wilson’s grave  

10-4 Tak a Cup o’ Kindness Cafe - 3a John Dickie St. 

2-4 Membership Recruitment - Street events  
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Robert Burns World Federation Ltd. 

The Robert Burns World Federation 

C O N F E R E N C E 
Friday 3rd - 5th September 2021 

Welcome to Renfrew (Birthplace of Kings) 
High point of the Federation calendar, the Annual Conference. We are delighted to visit the ancient 

Burgh of Renfrew, Cradle of the Stewarts. Close to many landmarks with opportunities to visit. 

Venue 2020 - Glynhill Hotel & Leisure Club 

169 Paisley Rd, Renfrew PA4 8XB 

C o n f e r e n c e P r o g r a m m e 
 

Friday 
Registration from 2:00pm – 4:00pm 

Coach Tour of Paisley Highlights or Seminar 

 

Friday Welcome Dinner 
Time: 6:30pm for 7:00pm. 

Fabulous entertainment – Alastair McDonald & Local Talent 

Saturday Morning Seminar 
Coach Tour of Paisley Highlights or Keynote Seminar 

 

Saturday Lunch 
Delegates can book  Saturday lunch directly with the 

hotel or visit the local venues, for restaurants and cafes. 

 A.G.M. – Saturday Afternoon 
Late registration between 1pm and  2pm 

 
Proceedings completed in good time for evening 

dinner and entertainment. 

 

Saturday Gala Dinner 

Dinner will be 6:00pm for 6:30pm. Seating plans will be 
on display. Formalities followed by the meal 6:30pm. 

Evening entertainment by “Reel Stramash”. 
Get your dancing shoes ready! 

 

Sunday Morning Worship 
Sunday morning worship held in Paisley Abbey at 

11:00am followed by Floral Tributes at the Burns Statue 
in Fountain Gardens, Paisley 

 

 

The Small Print : 

1. Conference fee is £225 per person for double occupancy with a single room £245, exclusive of Saturday 

lunch which can be booked directly with the hotel, if required. 
2. All delegates must book accommodation through the RBWF office on 01563 572469 

3. Conference registration will be from 2:00pm to 4:00pm on Friday 3rd September 

4. All relevant conference documentation will be issued at this time. 

5. The Federation shop will be in operation on both Friday afternoon and Saturday morning prior to the A.G.M. 

6. Should voting cards be required, they will be issued at registration. 

 
PLEASE NOTE - Accommodation to be booked directly with the RBWF office. 
Telephone: 01563 572469 Email: admin@rbwf.org.uk 
The Robert Burns World Federation, 3A John Dickie Street, Kilmarnock, KA1 1HW 

IMPORTANT  NOTICE : PERSONAL  INSURANCE   COVER 
We highly recommend that delegates consider taking appropriate insurance cover should a cancellation 
have to be made. We advise that the hotel requests payment of an initial deposit  on booking, with full, 

non-refundable, payment in advance of conference. 
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